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THE SINCLAIR PRESS
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HEROIC SICK PEOPLE
Terryifying, and real! The most destructive, dangerous, and wasteful disease ever invented under the banner of progress takes over a city, a state, America.
9781513652993 • Paper, $21.00
514 Pages • History
Available at Amazon.

EYEWEAR PUBLISHING LTD
store.eyeewarpublishing.com; info@eyeewarpublishing.com

A WOUNDED DEER LEAPS HIGHEST
by C.P. Mangel
“A remarkable segregation rule—not comforting by a long shot but true to its era and an intriguing experiment in textual form.”—Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)
9781912477258 • Paper, $23.00
664 Pages • Fiction
Available at Small Press Distribution

BAD SEED
by Rick Lieberman
“Expertly researched, Bad Seed reveals the haunting details about the mechanics of genetically modified foods. Compactly readable, it’s in equal parts enganging and terrifying. You’ll wish this compelling novel were science fiction.”—Tatiana Alexander, NYT bestselling author, Minstaur Books
“It’s a great read. Bad Seed reveals a great life lesson gone wrong.”—NPR
9781912477760 • Cloth, $25.99
322 Pages • Fiction
Available at Small Press Distribution.

GEORGES KASSAGBI

WHAT GAVE YOU THAT IDEA?
Rediscovering The Development of Our Worldviews
by Georges Kassabgi
The author invites us to think anew about fundamentals, assumptions, starting points, primal nonmaterial/material interactions—common to all that exists—with due consideration of classical philosophy, religion, and the scientific method. A multidisciplinary study project is recommended. With this essay, he connects anew these three frameworks of thought so as to improve the outcome of discussions about some big life challenges—in our only world.
In the follow-up “Postscripts” (2018), Kassabgi shares his exchanges with readers including academic scholars, and debates war and peace (with new emphasis on the natures of humility for all—as an adendum to the experts’ peace plan) in an article presented at a U.N.-sponsored Peace Management Award ceremony in Rome University (November 2013).
PDF • Available at www.ResearchGate.net, a digital repository with free access to the two books (search using full name of author)
Author’s website: www.ukg.com.

REVODANA PUBLISHING
revodanapublishing.com; (516) 309-5214

THE CANADIAN INUTIG
King of Canada’s North
by Kim Han
The close association between man and this aboriginal land race, and their ability to depend on each other was a partnership in a quest for survival and the difference between life and death.
“A poignant, engaging, and illuminating tribute to a vanishing breed.”—Kirkus Reviews
9781943824427 • Paper, $39.95 • 322 Pages • Nonfiction
Available at Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Revodana Publishing, and Chapters/Indigo
Author’s website: www.the-canadian-inuitdog.com

THE CORPORATION X BUSINESS PLAN
by Domenic Aversa
Fast paced, lucid and savage peek behind the corporate curtain. A relentless hero’s twenty-five-year journey through a compelling slice of humanity.
9781950282913 • Paper, $17.99
342 Pages • Business Memoir
Available at Amazon and Ingram
Author’s website: www.corporateundertaker.com.

FRIESEN PRESS
https://books.friesenpress.com; (888) 378-6793

THE RISK THEATRE MODEL OF TRAGEDY
Gambling, Drama, and the Unexpected
by Edwin Wong
In this debut work of literary criticism, Wong challenges Aristotle, Hegel, and Nietzsche by arguing risk is the dramatic fulcrum of tragedy. The book has launched the Risk Theatre Modern Tragedy Competition, the largest tragedy playwriting competition in the world. It is hosted by one of Canada’s oldest and most respected theatres.
9781525537561 • Paper, $14.99
378 Pages • Literary Criticism/Drama
Available at Amazon and Barnes and Noble
Author’s website: https://risktheatre.com.

XLIBRIS

THE BYZANTINE PINEAPPLE WITH CORPORATION X
by Bill Poje
The Corporation X Business Plan presents a 56 Billion global sales plan of products already successfully marketed tested on 20,000 people...plus The Byzantine Pineapple.
9781984555520 • Cloth, $20.00
9781984555337 • Paper, $15.00
9781984555229 • eBook, $6.00
193 Pages • Social/Economic/Legal/Political
Available at Amazon and Books-A-Million

PINESCOVE BOOKS
www.bensart.com

THE BADLAND CURE
by Ben L. Bassham
The American artist Thomas Eakins spends the summer of 1887 at a ranch in the Dakotas, and he and his young companion, Samuel Murray, find more adventure than anticipated.
9781699871940 • Paper, $13.95
397 Pages • Western Adventure/Alternative History/Coming of Age
Available at Amazon and Ingram
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